
The Vic.ai Autonomous Finance Platform processes invoices faster and more accurately
than template and rules-based accounting automation solutions. Optimize your entire AP
workflow with the Vic.ai platform, using AI for more accurate and efficient invoice
processing and payments.

Maximize productivity: Augment AP team performance with an AI-first platform for
end-to-end invoice processing.

Achieve sustainable ROI: Eliminate financial waste from fraud and payment delays
with highly accurate AI predictions.

Focus on the future: Make enlightened decisions using real-time analytics on team
performance and business trends.

“In today’s economic climate, enterprises must be strategic with every dollar they spend. Vic.ai’s
current offerings, including Autopilot and Autonomous Approval Flows, will allow our business to
keep growing at a rapid pace without requiring us to grow our workforce at the same pace.”
- Conor Clair, Senior Finance Manager of Accounting at Milwaukee Tool

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
AT THE SPEED OF AI

More Human. More Potential.



DOCUMENT INGESTION DATA EXTRACTION REVIEW

Ingest invoices from electronic
file formats, EDIs, e-mail,
PDFs, direct connections. 

Proprietary computer vision extracts
the invoice data, then understood,
coded, and PO matched by AI with
no templates involved. 

All relevant invoice information is
predicted by AI and assigned a
confidence level, and then
presented to your AP team or
fully automated.

Vic.ai goes beyond AP automation

SCHEDULE A DEMO TO SEE IT IN ACTION. CONTACT SALES@VIC.AI

 Maximize your team’s productivity with end-to-end invoice processing from ingestion to
payments using Vic.ai’s world-class AI and deep financial intelligence.

One platform from invoice ingestion to payments

APPROVALS

Invoices are routed into the
correct approval flow
automatically or sent straight to
payment if Autopilot's confidence
level is met.

PAYMENTS

Consolidate vendor payments into
a single, automated workflow for all
payment types. Save time, get
early payment discounts, and
reduce the risk of fraud.

POST TO ERP

Integrate with all major ERPs.
Vic.ai is designed to work across
multiple systems. Let’s streamline
the AP process.
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More Human. More Potential.
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